I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Background of Study

Life is a choice. Thinking of life is the first step toward a better life. Therefore,
seeking and choosing the life is the one of fundamental things for human life.
Option is something that is dichotomous. To that, the human life is faced with
two thing: that is the feeling of sad and happy, In order to achieve life to be
meaningful it should start from the individualself. The Meaningful life would
not be possible without thinking what is really life, that is by questioning
some questions among others how is life and how to continue life for the next
time. Those questions can determine whether the life is really meant to
someone.

Martimor J. Adler (1984) says, “ living a good life-becoming happy –is one
goal to which every one aspires. In this connection, we may and perhaps should
give thought to our virtues and vices. To be able to live in a good society and in
a well –governed state is something we all wish for ourselves”.

Furthermore

Dr. john Gray ( 2006) says , “Anything that makes you feel good is always
going to be drawing in more . Your choice whether you want to take it and
utilize it, if it feels good. If it doesn’t feel good, then let it go, find something
that feels good, that resonates with your heart.
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Actually life is not always perfect, there are people born with a physical
disabilities, and with a mentally good, there are people also born physically
normal but mentally sick. In other words, everyone must be grateful to what
she/he has. Unfortunately not all the people can accept the fact that their
existence, desire un appear before their eyes. No matter how they are now. No
matter whether they are born normal or disabilities in a physical body. In this
connection, life is not like what is expected or desire .For example what is
described in his book, Nick has told about the story of his physical disabilities
and the emotional battle he endured while learning to deal with them as a child,
teen, and young adult, Nick also has shared how his faith in God has been his
major source of strength, and he has explained that once he found a sense of
purpose which inspires others to better their lives and the world around them.
Yet he found the confidence to build a rewarding and productive life without
limits.

1.2 The Problem

The problem is how to find the way to overcome the difficulties as a
human being who has physical disability ,and to never give up in order to life
independent, rich ,fulfilling ,and ridiculously good life for everyone seeking
true happiness.
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1.3 Scope of the Study

In writing this paper , the writer focus on the strategies of Nick Vujicic which
inspire people to achieve the successful life and how to be able to life with the
physical disabilities ,in order to become a successful man .

1.4 Objective of the Study

1. The objective of this paper is to share Nick’s experienced in adversity and
obstacles.

2. To understand a lesson that Nick has struggled many years to learn.

3. To encouraged people to overcome adversity with faith, hope, love and
courage so that they may pursue their dreams.

1.5 Method of the Study

In completing this paper , the writer has centered her method on library
research by collecting and reading some reference books , internet that are
relevant to the topic ,so that the writer is able to find a select some important
information which can concern and support her main topic.
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